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Abstract The new Energy Exascale Earth System Model Version 1 (E3SMv1) developed for the U.S.
Department of Energy has significant new treatments of aerosols and light‐absorbing snow impurities as
well as their interactions with clouds and radiation. This study describes seven sets of new aerosol‐related
treatments (involving emissions, new particle formation, aerosol transport, wet scavenging and
resuspension, and snow radiative transfer) and examines how they affect global aerosols and radiative forcing
in E3SMv1. Altogether, they give a reduced total aerosol radiative forcing (−1.6 W/m2) and sensitivity in
cloud liquid water to aerosols, but an increased sensitivity in cloud droplet size to aerosols. A new approach
for H2SO4 production and loss largely reduces a low bias in small particles concentrations and leads to
substantial increases in cloud condensation nuclei concentrations and cloud radiative cooling. Emitting
secondary organic aerosol precursor gases from elevated sources increases the column burden of secondary
organic aerosol, contributing substantially to global clear‐sky aerosol radiative cooling (−0.15 out of
−0.5 W/m2). A new treatment of aerosol resuspension from evaporating precipitation, developed to remedy
two shortcomings of the original treatment, produces a modest reduction in aerosols and cloud droplets;
its impact depends strongly on the model physics and is much stronger in E3SM Version 0. New treatments
of the mixing state and optical properties of snow impurities and snow grains introduce a positive
present‐day shortwave radiative forcing (0.26 W/m2), but changes in aerosol transport and wet removal
processes also affect the concentration and radiative forcing of light‐absorbing impurities in snow/ice.
Plain Language Summary Aerosol and aerosol‐cloud interactions continue to be a major
uncertainty in Earth system models, impeding their ability to reproduce the observed historical warming
and to project changes in global climate and water cycle. The U.S. DOE Energy Exascale Earth System
Model version 1 (E3SMv1), a state‐of‐the‐science Earth system model, was developed to use exascale
computing to address the grand challenge of actionable predictions of variability and change in the
Earth system critical to the energy sector. It has been publicly released with new treatments in many
aspects, including substantial modifications to the physical treatments of aerosols in the atmosphere and
light‐absorbing impurities in snow/ice, aimed at reducing some known biases or correcting model
deficiencies in representing aerosols, their life cycle, and their impacts in various components of the Earth
system. Compared to its predecessors (without the new treatments) and observations, E3SMv1 shows
improvements in characterizing global distributions of aerosols and their radiative effects. We conduct
sensitivity experiments to understand the impact of individual changes and provide guidance for future
development of E3SM and other Earth system models.
1. Introduction
Aerosols play many important roles in Earth's climate with cascading microphysical, radiative, and dynami-
cal effects (Boucher et al., 2013), in addition to their impact on air quality and atmospheric visibility (e.g.,
Yang et al., 2018a). They can directly modify Earth's energy budget by scattering and/or absorbing solar
and terrestrial radiation. Certain types of aerosols can act as nuclei for cloud droplet and/or ice crystal
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formation, leading to their effects on clouds and precipitation, which in turn can impact the removal of
aerosols from the atmosphere, the energy budget, and many other aspects of the Earth system. When
light‐absorbing aerosols deposit on snow or ice surfaces, they may speed up the melting through the addi-
tional absorption of solar radiation (e.g., Flanner et al., 2007; Qian et al., 2011, 2015; Warren & Wiscombe,
1980), which has additional important implications for climate change and seasonal distribution of water
resource (e.g., Rahimi et al., 2019). The understanding of detailed physical and chemical processes for aero-
sols and their interactions with other components of the climate system has been obtained from laboratory
experiments, field observations, or process modeling studies (e.g., Carslaw et al., 2013; Fanourgakis et al.,
2019; Rosenfeld et al., 2014; Shilling et al., 2009; Shrivastava et al., 2015; Sorooshian et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2011). They are very challenging to treat accurately in Earth system models (ESMs) that are relied
upon to represent and understand the complex global impact of aerosols and their interactions with the
coupled aerosol‐cloud‐radiation‐dynamics system (e.g., Mann et al., 2014; Gettelman, 2015; Zhang et al.,
2016; Ghan et al., 2016; Gryspeerdt et al., 2017). The latest report by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, 2013 identified aerosol‐cloud interactions as the largest source of uncertainty in
estimating historical anthropogenic radiative forcing, which is critical for climate models to reproduce the
observed trends in global warming.
Much of the large uncertainty and diversity of CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5)
models in aerosol radiative forcing comes from crude model treatments of aerosols and their effects. Some
of the CMIP5 models, including the Community Earth System Model (CESM), did not yet consider the
impact of aerosols on cloud microphysical processes in convective and ice clouds. Aerosol indirect forcing
was found to be fairly sensitive to aerosol and cloud microphysical treatments within the same model
(e.g., CESM) and between different models (e.g., Ghan et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016). The representation
of aerosols, their lifecycle, and effects in the coupled system (particularly emissions, particle
formation/growth, transport, droplet nucleation, wet scavenging, and removal processes) still relies on
parameterization schemes that use a variety of assumptions to relate subgrid‐scale quantities to grid‐scale
variables. With the rapid increase in computing power, Earth system modeling has aimed at increasing
model resolution, although it has not reached global convection‐permitting resolution yet. Nevertheless,
the increasing computational power allows for more comprehensive and sophisticated schemes to be
considered in aerosol‐climate modeling to reduce known biases and advance scientific understanding.
The U.S. DOE Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM) Version 1 was developed from the Community
Earth SystemModel (CESM1.3) but has evolved with significant new developments in all individual compo-
nents, including totally new ocean and sea ice components based on the Model for Prediction Across Scales
(MPAS) framework and a new river model (i.e., Model for Scale Adaptive River Transport, MOSART; Golaz
et al., 2019). The atmospheric component of E3SMv1 (a.k.a. EAMv1), based on the Community Atmosphere
Model Version 5.3 (CAM5.3, also referred to as EAMv0), has substantial modifications to the physical
treatments of aerosols, clouds, and cloud‐aerosol interactions along with several other innovations in
atmospheric physics (Rasch et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2018).
Compared to EAMv0, the EAMv1 was designed to run at a low horizontal resolution of 1° (30 spectral ele-
ments) and a high horizontal resolution of 0.25° (120 spectral elements) for different scientific applications.
Both configurations have 72 layers (compared to 30 layers in EAMv0) in the vertical for dynamics and
physics, with 14 layers below 850 hPa and the model top at 0.1 hPa. New physics parameterizations in
EAMv1 include the Cloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB) parameterization for shallow convection,
turbulent transport, and cloudmacrophysics (Bogenschutz et al., 2013; Golaz et al., 2002; Larson et al., 2002),
an updated cloud microphysics scheme with a fully prognostic treatment of rain and snow (Gettelman &
Morrison, 2015), new treatments of convective transport, wet removal, and resuspension of aerosols (Liu
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2013; Wang, Rasch, Easter et al., 2014), and updated mixed‐phase cloud ice micro-
physics (e.g., Wang, Liu et al., 2014). EAMv1 uses four internally mixed lognormal size modes (MAM4) to
represent the size distribution and mixing state of aerosols (Liu et al., 2016) with several enhanced features
as detailed in section 2.
There were some known deficiencies in the representation of aerosols and/or aerosol‐cloud interactions in
CAM5.3 and EAMv0. Precipitation scavenging is generally the primary removal mechanism for tropospheric
submicron aerosol particles and is also important for coarse aerosol particle removal. Extensive research on
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precipitation scavenging has been done over the last 50+ years. In contrast, the resuspension of aerosol
material from evaporating precipitation has received very little attention. The original treatments of aerosol
precipitation scavenging and resuspension from evaporating precipitation forMAM4 in CAM5.3 (and earlier
CAM5 versions) are based on the treatments used in the bulk aerosol model (developed for CAMVersion 3).
As a result, the MAM4 treatments contained two assumptions that were not critically evaluated at the time.
One assumption is that aerosol material resuspended from evaporating precipitation is returned to the ori-
ginating aerosol mode (i.e., scavenged accumulation‐mode sulfate is returned to the accumulation mode).
The other assumption is that the resuspended aerosol mass is proportional to the water mass of partially eva-
porated raindrops. In reality, raindrops typically form from hundreds to thousands of cloud droplets (as indi-
cated by their typical sizes and number concentrations), so each raindrop contains the aerosol material from
many scavenged aerosol particles that acted as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), and the resuspended aero-
sol particles from completely evaporated raindrops are mostly in the coarse‐particle size range (e.g., Mitra
et al., 1992).
There is also a notable bias in CAM5‐simulated concentrations of small particles. According to the model
intercomparison study by Mann et al. (2014), CAM5 underestimates background small particles (dry dia-
meter <100 nm) that can grow and serve as sources of potential CCN. Such bias likely still exists in
EAMv0. The concentration of small particles, especially ultrafine particles, is largely determined by new par-
ticle formation and gas‐to‐particle conversion, involving precursor SO2 and organic gases. We aim to
improve the model representation of relevant processes in EAMv1.
Many ESMs, including CESM and E3SMv0, consider the deposition of light absorbing particles (e.g., BC and
dust) and their impact on surface snow and ice. Through darkening the bright snow surface, BC and dust
impurities have been shown to account for a large portion of the total light absorption at visible wavelengths
by surface snow near heavily polluted regions such as East Asia (e.g., Dang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2013).
Although the global mean radiative forcing of BC in snow and sea ice (best estimate) is about +0.04 W/m2
(Bond et al., 2013; IPCC, 2013), depending on the location and season, the regional radiative forcing pertur-
bation (with and without the presence of BC in snow) can be as high as 25 W/m2 at lower latitudes during
spring and summer (e.g., Flanner et al., 2007; Kopacz et al., 2011; Qian et al., 2011, 2015; Wu et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2015). Physically accurate treatments of surface deposition of BC/dust particles and radiative
transfer in snow and ice are important for models to represent particle impacts on snow/ice albedo and sur-
face energy balance. There are many assumptions employed in ESMs that cause biases in the representation
of the impact of snow/ice impurities (e.g., Qian et al., 2014), of which E3SMv1 has some intended improve-
ments compared to E3SMv0.
All the improvements made in treating aerosols, aerosol‐cloud interactions, and light‐absorbing particles in
snow/ice are aimed at reducing model deficiencies and biases in emissions, new particle formation, aerosol
transport, radiative transfer calculation, wet scavenging, and/or resuspension processes, as mentioned
above. In this study we summarize the new aerosol treatments and describe how they affect aerosols and
radiative forcing in E3SMv1, both individually and collectively.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes aerosol representation and new treatments for aerosols
implemented in E3SMv1. Section 3 summarizes model experiments conducted to quantify the impact of
some individual modifications on the global distribution of aerosols and aerosol forcing estimation. The
results, including model evaluation and comparison to old model treatments, are then shown in section 4,
with an emphasis on the new treatments that are not published elsewhere. Section 5 provides a brief sum-
mary of key conclusions.
2. Description of NewDevelopments for Aerosols and Light‐Absorbing Particles
in E3SMv1
2.1. Aerosol Representation
Like the other model components, the representation of atmospheric aerosols and their roles in the Earth
system by EAMv1 was inherited from the global aerosol‐climate model EAMv0 and its modal aerosol mod-
ule (MAM). It treats a combination of processes, as illustrated in Figure 1, controlling the evolution of aero-
sols that are either directly emitted or converted from precursor gases from a variety of natural and
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anthropogenic sources. The processes include transport (by grid‐scale wind, subgrid turbulence, convection,
and sedimentation), aerosol microphysics (i.e., particle nucleation, condensation/evaporation of trace gases,
aging, and coagulation), cloud processing (i.e., aqueous chemistry, scavenging by hydrometeors,
resuspension from evaporating hydrometeors, and wet deposition), and dry deposition. Aerosol species in
MAM of EAMv0 include sulfate, primary organic aerosol (POA), secondary organic aerosol (SOA), black
carbon (BC), sea salt, and mineral dust. Brown carbon and nitrate
aerosols are currently not treated in CESM and E3SM but are planned
for future generations of E3SM. The size distribution and mixing state of
aerosol particles are represented by MAM using three, four, or seven
lognormal size modes (called MAM3, MAM4, and MAM7, respectively),
as described by Liu et al. (2012, 2016). Figure 2 depicts the four size
modes and aerosol species therein for MAM4 in EAMv0 and new
additions (underlined species) for the further developed MAM4 in
EAMv1 that are described in more detail below. All aerosol species
within each of the four individual modes is assumed to be internally
mixed and represented by a single number concentration, while
particles are externally mixed among the different modes. One
important difference between MAM3 and MAM4/MAM7 is that the
freshly emitted primary carbonaceous aerosols (e.g., BC and POA) are
immediately mixed with highly hygroscopic species and subject to wet
scavenging and removal in MAM3 while MAM4/MAM7 has an
additional primary‐carbon mode to treat the aging process of BC/POA.
MAM4 is selected for EAMv1 for its explicit treatment of the aging
process, during which the condensation of H2SO4 and organic gases
forms monolayers of hygroscopic coating on fresh BC/POA particles or
coagulation with Aitken mode particles adds soluble mass, making
them viable CCN, but it still has a better computational efficiency
than MAM7.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of aerosol‐related processes, denoted by blue boxes in clear air, stratiform cloud (shaded area
on the right), convective cloud (shaded area on the left), or ice cloud (shaded area on the upper left) in E3SMv1. Compared
to E3SMv0, there are newly added processes (i.e., cloud‐base activation and secondary activation in convective cloud;
resuspension of aerosols to the coarse mode; and aerosol linked to ice nucleation) or old ones that are affected by indivi-
dual new treatments in E3SMv1. The new treatments are listed in the legend at the bottom and are marked on the pro-
cesses that are directly modified or added, as detailed in section 2. The aging process (i.e., primary‐carbon mode particles
transferred to accumulation mode through condensation and coagulation) is not explicitly depicted here. The diffusion/
impaction scavenging process (i.e., capture of interstitial aerosol particles by precipitation particles through Brownian
diffusion and inertial impaction, which occurs both in clear air and clouds) is referred to as below‐cloud scavenging in
previous MAM aerosol studies (e.g., Liu et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013).
Figure 2. Schematic of the original and enhanced MAM4 aerosol represen-
tation. Combinations of aerosol species are treated in four size modes
(Aitken, primary‐carbon, accumulation, and coarse mode), including the
new marine organic aerosol (MOA) and all four carbonaceous aerosols
(underlined) in the coarse mode for the enhanced MAM4.
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Aerosol particles in CESM and E3SM are either suspended in the clear air (i.e., interstitial attachment state)
or embedded in cloud droplets (i.e., cloud‐borne state) or precipitation particles (i.e., precipitation‐borne
state). The interstitial and cloud‐borne aerosol particles are treated explicitly as tracer species in the model,
while precipitation‐borne aerosol is only treated in the wet‐removal section of the model. Hygroscopic inter-
stitial particles within the cloudy portion of a grid cell are activated to the cloud‐borne state through droplet
nucleation, which is parameterized using supersaturation determined by grid‐scale and subgrid vertical
velocity and aerosol properties following Abdul‐Razzak and Ghan (2000). Aerosol particles in both intersti-
tial and cloud‐borne states are subject to dry and wet deposition (removal) in the model. Dry deposition is
parameterized using the approach of Zhang et al. (2001), which considers particle sizes, friction velocity,
aerodynamic resistance, and surface properties provided by the land model.
For the aerosol wet removal, themodel considers in‐cloud and below‐cloud scavenging processes (e.g., Wang
et al., 2013). Below‐cloud scavenging refers to the capture of interstitial aerosol by precipitation particles
through Brownian diffusion or inertial impaction. In‐cloud scavenging refers to the transfer of cloud‐borne
aerosol to precipitation‐borne through cloud processes that convert/transfer cloud droplets to precipitation.
When cloud droplets (or raindrops) evaporate, a portion of cloud‐borne (or precipitation‐borne) aerosol is
returned to the interstitial state via the resuspension process, and the resuspension treatment in the model
has an impact on aerosol redistributions and on clouds and precipitation. As described below, the treatment
of resuspension of aerosol particles from evaporated raindrops is modified in EAMv1 along with several
other improvements to the representations of aerosols and cloud‐aerosol interactions as well as deposition
of light‐absorbing particles (e.g., dust and BC) to snowpack and ice.
The new treatments of aerosols in E3SMv1 that are illustrated in the schematic diagram of Figure 1 are
described in more detail below.
2.2. Improved Treatment of H2SO4 Vapor for New Particle Formation
H2SO4 vapor strongly affects new particle formation, and because of its short lifetime (due to condensation
onto existing aerosol particles), it is sensitive to the time splitting. In order to improve the simulated concen-
trations of smaller aerosol particles (diameter Dp < 100 nm), the treatments of H2SO4 vapor production (by
SO2 gas‐phase oxidation) and loss (by condensation onto particles) have beenmodified to use a parallel time‐
splitting approach, rather than the serial time‐splitting approach in E3SMv0. The parallel time‐splitting
approach is similar to that described in Kokkola et al. (2009) and Wan et al. (2013), but the aerosol nuclea-
tion process is still calculated in a separate step, following the production and condensation. This approach
provides H2SO4 vapor concentrations to the aerosol nucleation (new particle formation) process that are
numerically more accurate compared to the E3SMv0 approach (Wan et al., 2013). Simulated aerosol number
concentrations are expected to increase, particularly, for small particles (Dp < 100 nm) in the Aitken model.
This is evaluated against surface observations (in the section 4).
2.3. Improved SOA Treatment
The standard CAM5.3 and E3SMv0 use a highly simplified lumped‐species SOA treatment that has a single
SOA aerosol species in selected modes and a single condensable organic gas species (referred to as SOAG).
The SOAG species is emitted at the surface, and its emissions were obtained by applying estimated SOA
yields to emissions of five primary volatile organic compound gas species treated in the MOZART
gas‐chemistry mechanism (Emmons et al., 2010): isoprene, lumped terpenes, lumped aromatics, and higher
molecular‐weight lumped alkanes and alkenes. An additional factor of 1.5 was applied to the SOAG
emissions to increase simulated SOA concentrations to better match the observed present‐day (PD) organic
aerosol loading (e.g., Liu et al., 2012). Moreover, the assumed volatility of SOAG is relatively low (i.e., satura-
tion vapor concentration is 7.1 × 10‐11 kg/m3 at 288 K and 1 atm), so it condenses fairly rapidly near the
surface where it is emitted, without considering any chemical aging that converts higher volatility
condensable organic gases to lower volatility ones.
In the new treatment of SOA in E3SMv1, the SOAG source (i.e., emissions) is derived from the FragNVSOA
simulation of Shrivastava et al. (2015), hereafter S2015) by scaling its condensation sources to the appropri-
ate primary precursor emissions. The S2015 FragNVSOA used an explicit treatment of multigenerational
SOA precursor‐gas chemistry, with both functionalization and fragmentation (Frag) reactions, and
particle‐phase oligomerization that transforms SOA to effectively nonvolatile (NVSOA). This treatment
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was computationally expensive but produced three‐dimensional spatial distributions of organic aerosols in
better agreement with existing measurements. The SOAG source for E3SMv1 is taken as the overall SOA
condensation rate in the S2015 simulation, derived from monthly model history files, and the source is
throughout the atmosphere rather than just at the surface. S2015 had three source‐tagged categories of
SOA gas and aerosol species, each with a range of volatilities: biomass burning plus biofuel use (BB), fossil
fuel use (FF), and biogenic (BG). The SOA condensation rate from the BB category was scaled by 0.25
because modeled aerosol optical depths (AODs) over equatorial Africa and the adjacent Atlantic Ocean were
much too high. Using this prescribed SOAG source with the single lumped SOAG species improves the
simulated SOA distributions while significantly reducing the computational cost of advecting multiple
gas‐ and particle‐phase SOA species in S2015. Future versions of E3SM will include online SOA chemistry
calculations rather than deriving SOAG emissions from the previous treatment of S2015.
2.4. New MOA Species
A new representation of primary marine organic aerosol (MOA), based on the OCEANFILMS parameteriza-
tion for emissions in sea spray aerosol (Burrows et al., 2014), has been implemented in EAMv1. This MOA
treatment represents an important step toward linking ocean biogeochemistry process models to the sea sur-
face chemistry that determines sea spray aerosol formation. The organic mass fraction of sea spray aerosol
calculated according to Burrows et al. (2014) is applied directly to Aitken mode, primary‐carbon mode,
and/or accumulation mode within MAM4, depending on the assumption of its mixing with sea salt. For
the fully internal mixture assumption, MOA is emitted to both Aitken and accumulation modes along with
sea salt; otherwise, MOA is emitted to the primary‐carbonmode only, like POA. TheMOA emitted mass flux
can be treated by assuming that (1) the experimentally derived sea‐spray aerosol emitted mass flux parame-
terization represents the sum of organics and inorganics, so that the MOA mass emissions reduce the
inorganic sea‐salt emissions, or (2) the emissions parameterization only accounts for inorganic sea salt, so
that the MOA mass emissions are added onto the inorganic emissions. As shown in sensitivity tests and
comparison to experimental evidence by Burrows et al. (2018), the INT_ADD case (i.e., organic emissions
internal mixed and added) is identified to be the most physically realistic configuration and thus selected
as the default for EAMv1.
The impact of MOA on global aerosols and clouds has been extensively evaluated by Burrows et al. (2018) in
the EAMv0 framework. They found that cloud droplet number and liquid water path (LWP) have a substan-
tial increase in response to the new MOA treatment (by adding organic mass to the original sea salt emis-
sions), leading to an additional cloud shortwave cooling with a global annual mean of −0.36 W/m2 and
regional mean of −1.6 W/m2 over the Southern Ocean in austral summer (DJF).
2.5. Improvements to the Convective Transport of Aerosols and Their Wet Removal
Like many other global aerosol‐climate models, EAMv0 (CAM5.3) has large biases in the estimate of aerosol
concentrations in distant regions frommajor sources due to model deficiencies in the representation of aero-
sol transport and removal (e.g., Liu et al., 2012, 2016; Wang et al., 2013). Aiming at improving model simula-
tions of aerosol spatial distributions (especially for the upper troposphere and high latitudes), Wang et al.
(2013) introduced into CAM5 a suite of modified treatments of aerosol transport and wet removal that
included (1) an improved treatment of aerosol scavenging by stratiform liquid clouds and (2) a new unified
treatment of aerosol vertical transport and wet removal by convective clouds with secondary activation for
aerosols above cloud base (e.g., mostly for particles laterally entrained into convective updrafts). The new
treatments were found to improve global aerosol distributions that further affect cloud and climate simula-
tions (Wang et al., 2013). These modifications, which were not fully adapted in CAM5.3, are included in
the EAMv1.
2.6. Improvements to Aerosol‐Affected Cloud Microphysical Processes
EAMv1 uses the two‐moment bulk microphysics for stratiform clouds with prognostic rain (Gettelman et al.,
2015), which is also connected to the shallow cumulus and turbulence parameterization CLUBB to allow
interactions of aerosols with shallow convective clouds as well (Rasch et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2018). The
cloud‐to‐rain conversion rate in EAMv0, based on an autoconversion parameterization originally developed
by Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000), was found to have an overly strong dependency on the cloud‐droplet
number concentration (e.g., Wang et al., 2012). Adjusting three tunable parameters in the autoconversion
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formulation, using similar relationships derived from observations, reduces this dependency and also leads
to a more reasonable aerosol second indirect effect. In addition, several changes related to ice microphysics
are made to EAMv1. The heterogeneous ice formation in mixed‐phase clouds, based on the classical nuclea-
tion theory and linked to both interstitial and cloud‐borne dust and BC aerosols (Wang, Liu et al., 2014), is
adopted in EAMv1. Like the cloud‐to‐rain conversion process, the ice‐to‐snow conversion is also quite
important to cloud forcing but very uncertain in EAMv0. The threshold size at which growing ice crystals
are converted to snow particles, which is a constant‐valued tunable parameter in EAMv0, is replaced with
an empirical formulation that treats the size as a function of temperature in EAMv1.
2.7. New Treatments of Aerosol Resuspension From Evaporating Precipitation
Precipitation scavenging (i.e., wet removal) has long been recognized as one of the major removal processes
for tropospheric aerosol particles and the dominant one for accumulation‐mode size particles. A significant
fraction of the aerosol material that is wet‐scavenged within clouds can be resuspended when raindrops eva-
porate below cloud, and this resuspension has received must less attention than the scavenging process.
When cloud droplets evaporate, the aerosol material in each drop is often primarily from the CCN on which
the droplet originally formed, so the resuspended aerosol particles are similar in size to the original CCN. In
contrast, each raindrop generally collects thousands of cloud droplets and the aerosol material within them,
as indicated by the very different number concentrations and sizes of raindrops versus cloud droplets. When
a raindrop completely evaporates, its aerosol material is resuspended as a single particle that is generally in
the coarse (i.e., supermicron) aerosol‐particle size range (e.g., Mitra et al., 1992). The original MAM treat-
ment of aerosol resuspension from evaporating precipitation (which is in CAM5.3 and EAMv0) puts aerosols
back to their originating mode rather than to the coarse mode. This shortcoming resulted from attempting to
minimize changes to CAM's existing aerosol wet‐removal code (designed for bulk aerosols) when MAMwas
first implemented. A second but less serious shortcoming of the original MAM treatment is its assumption
that the precipitation‐borne aerosol resuspension is directly proportional to the precipitation water evapora-
tion. According to Mitra et al. (1992), when rain partially evaporates, the smaller drops evaporate completely
and resuspend all of their aerosol material, but the larger drops evaporate partially and resuspend no aerosol
material, so the aerosol resuspension percentage will be less than the water evaporation percentage.
A new treatment of aerosol resuspension from evaporating precipitation has been developed that eliminates
these two shortcomings. In the new treatment in EAMv1, the resuspended aerosol material is placed in the
coarse mode, with particle size determined by the amount of resuspended aerosol mass and the number of
completely evaporated raindrops, both of which are provided by a new parameterization of raindrop size
spectrum evolution during below‐cloud evaporation (Appendix A). This parameterization is based on a sim-
ple drop‐size resolved model of rain evaporation as it falls through subsaturated air, which provides the
resuspended aerosol mass and number amounts as nonlinear functions of the precipitation water evapora-
tion (shown in Figures A1 and A2). More detailed technical aspects regarding how aerosol mass and number
resuspension are treated for stratiform and convective precipitation in E3SMv1 are described in Appendix B.
2.8. Integration of MAM4 With New Treatments of Light‐Absorbing Particles in Snow/Ice
All changes made to atmospheric aerosols that affect dry and wet deposition of light‐absorbing particles (i.e.,
BC and dust) are also linked to the impact of these particles on snow and ice. The E3SMv1 has also been
modified to improve the compatibility between MAM4 and treatment of light‐absorbing particles deposited
on snow/ice to better simulate their impacts on snow/ice melting and the surface energy budget. In particu-
lar, the new scheme treats both external mixing and internal mixing (within‐hydrometeor) of BC and snow
grains (Flanner et al., 2012) rather than only external mixing in E3SMv0. The within‐hydrometeor mixing
treatment is expected to increase in‐snow BC radiative forcing, as BC particles encased in ice grains absorb
more solar radiation per unit mass of BC (Flanner et al., 2012). The atmospheric aerosol deposition code is
modified to separately treat the deposition of atmospheric BC mixed internally within hydrometeors and
externally to hydrometeors and to partition dust into four size bins instead of two. In E3SMv1, the original
Snow, Ice, and Aerosol Radiative model (Flanner et al., 2007) is modified to take size‐dependent BC optical
properties (i.e., depending on both snow grain size and BC particle size) and provide a new lookup table for
the optical properties accordingly. Similar modifications are done to the sea ice component to take new size‐
dependent BC optical properties, in which the radiative transfer calculation is different from Snow, Ice and
Aerosol Radiative. However, the radiative transfer calculation has been unified for terrestrial snow, sea ice,
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and snow atop sea ice (Dang et al., 2019) that is planned for use in future versions of E3SM (rather than the
E3SMv1). Finally, the code has been structured to function with future treatments of light absorption by
brown carbon (as part of the deposited POA and SOA) particles in addition to BC and dust.
3. Model Experiments for Sensitivity Tests and Aerosol Forcing Estimation
Two sets of experiments are conducted and analyzed to assess aerosols and aerosol radiative forcing as well as
the impact of some individual modifications on the global distribution of aerosols and their radiative forcing
in EAMv1 (30 spectral elements or 1°). Unless specified, all the simulations are performed using EAMv1.
1. Two‐year (2006–2007) simulations (summarized in Table 1) with winds nudged to reanalysis (Zhang
et al., 2014) to compare with observations and the AeroCom Indirect Effects experiments (Ghan et al.,
2016): Two simulations with preindustrial (PI) and PD aerosol emissions, respectively, are conducted
for each sensitivity test (i.e., with all new treatments included or an individual new treatment excluded).
The difference between the two gives the conventional estimate of total aerosol forcings, while the differ-
ence between each of the sensitivity experiment (with one new treatment excluded) and the control
experiment (CTRL) is used to assess the impact of the individual new treatment in the EAMv1
framework.
2. A two‐year (2006–2007) simulation with winds nudged to the same reanalysis as in PD CTRL but without
the new treatments of light‐absorbing particles in snow and sea ice for (noNewInSnow in Table 1).
3. A two‐year (2006–2007) simulation the same as PD CTRL but with the linearized version of the new
resuspension treatment, in which both the fraction of aerosol material resuspended and the fraction of
raindrops that fully evaporate are assumed equal to the fraction of precipitation mass‐flux that evapo-
rates (see Appendix A).
4. A set of three 11‐year free‐running EAMv0 simulations with the old resuspension, new‐linear resuspen-
sion, and new‐nonlinear resuspension treatment, respectively, under PD conditions (including CMIP5
aerosols).
5. A 15‐year (2000–2014) AMIP‐type free‐running simulation (CTRL15) that was originally conducted by
Golaz et al. (2019) is used here to compare with the PD short simulation (CTRL) for aerosol spatial dis-
tribution in EAMv1.
In all EAMv1 simulations, emissions of anthropogenic and biomass burning aerosols are from CMIP6 data
sets, except that SOAG emissions are derived from SOA formation rates from a S2015 simulation to improve
the SOA representation in the model, as described in section 2.3. Instead of using yearly varying aerosol
emissions for 2006–2007, we use the average between 2000–2014 to represent PD aerosol conditions by
removing the interannual variation in emissions (Yang et al., 2018a, 2018b) and in aerosol forcing estimates
Table 1
Short Simulations Designed to Examine the Impact of Individual Aerosol‐Related New Changes on Global Aerosols and Radiative Forcing in the EAMv1 Framework
Simulation Design
(CTRL has all the
new treatments
and others have






























of LAPs in snow
and ice at the
surface
(NewInSnow)
CTRL x x x x x x x
noNewH2SO4 x x x x x x
noNewConvTran x x x x x x
noNewSOA x x x x x x
noNewMOA x x x x x x
noNewIceNuc x x x x x x
noNewResusp x x x x x x
noNewInSnow x x x x x x
Note. Wind fields are nudged to MERRA‐2 reanalysis. The empty box in each column indicates that the corresponding new treatment is excluded in the
simulation.
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(e.g., Golaz et al., 2019). PI emissions use the CMIP6 data set for year 1850. The Modern Era Retrospective‐
Analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA‐2; Gelaro et al., 2017), reanalysis is used to
constrain the model wind fields with a relaxation timescale of 6 hr in the nudged simulations. The same
nudging methodology has been used in previous AeroCom model intercomparison studies for aerosol
indirect effects among different climate models or within the same model with modified aerosol‐cloud
physics (e.g., Ghan et al., 2016; Gryspeerdt et al. 2017). Sun et al. (2019) found that the interannual
variability of mean PD cloud forcing in EAMv1 is small for the nudged‐wind simulations.
4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Validation and Sensitivity Analysis of New Aerosol Treatments
Some of the individual new treatments have been validated and evaluated in previous studies within the
EAMv0 or EAMv1 framework (Wang et al., 2013; Wang, Rasch, Easter, et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016;
Burrows et al., 2018). In this study we mainly focus on three of the new features: the treatment of aerosol
resuspension from rain evaporation (NewResusp), the treatment of SOA formation, and the time‐splitting
approach for H2SO4 vapor production/loss (NewH2SO4). Among these three, the NewResusp treatment
has been tested in both EAMv1 and EAMv0, and detailed process‐level analysis is presented here because
we found a strong sensitivity of its impact on aerosols and CCN to the model representation of cloud micro-
physics. The detailed analysis is likely to be useful for other climate models to consider this new treatment
as well.
4.1.1. Sensitivity to the Resuspension Treatment
4.1.1.1. Global Average Aerosol and Cloud Parameters
Table 2 shows the global, annual averages of aerosol mass burdens, AOD and absorption AOD, and several
aerosol number, cloud microphysical, and cloud radiative parameters for the EAMv1 (hereafter V1) and
EAMv0 (hereafter V0) simulations with the new‐nonlinear, new‐linear, and old resuspension treatments
(see Appendix A). For the new‐linear and old resuspension treatment simulations, results are given as per-
centage differences from the corresponding (V0 or V1) new‐nonlinear simulation. For V1, the old resuspen-
sion mass burdens and AOD are 3–9% greater than the new‐nonlinear resuspension values. For species like
sulfate, BC, POA, and SOA that are predominantly in the accumulation and primary‐carbon modes, this is
Table 2













Sulfate burden (Tg S) 0.660 2.4% 5.3% 0.575 5.6% 25.0%
BC burden (Tg) 0.160 1.3% 4.5% 0.126 2.7% 21.7%
POM burden (Tg) 0.926 1.3% 4.5% 0.983 2.6% 19.1%
SOA burden (Tg) 2.82 2.6% 4.9% 1.06 6.4% 28.5%
Dust burden (Tg) 14.9 1.9% 3.4% 25.9 6.6% 17.5%
Sea salt burden (Tg) 4.65 2.6% 7.2% 11.3 4.3% 14.4%
AOD 0.132 0.8% 8.5% 0.123 1.8% 32.9%
AAOD 0.00799 1.4% 4.7% 0.00749 3.8% 23.8%
Accumulation mode number (mg‐1) 180 0.1% 1.9% 103 0.3% 19.1%
Primary carbon mode number (mg‐1) 29.7 −0.6% 2.0% 51.7 −1.3% 11.2%
Aitken mode number (mg‐1) 485 −0.5% −6.6% 164 −1.1% −18.8%
Coarse mode number (mg‐1) 0.231 0.3% 7.9% 0.312 0.5% 37.6%
CCN at 0.1% S (mg‐1) 38.5 0.3% 7.3% 27.4 0.3% 37.5%
CCN at 0.1% S (sfc to 700 hPa; mg‐1) 65.1 0.2% 9.2% 55.5 0.1% 35.9%
Cloud droplet number column
burden (109 m‐2)
14.1 0.0% 7.3% 12.6 −0.1% 36.3%
Cloud liquid water path (g/m2) 49.2 0.0% 0.8% 45.8 −0.2% 11.3%
Short‐wave cloud forcing (W/m2) −44.6 0.0% 0.6% −54.6 −0.4% 3.5%
Long‐wave cloud forcing (W/m2) 22.3 0.0% −0.2% 25.9 −0.2% −0.3%
Note. Results are shown for EAMv1 (V1) and EAMv0 (V0) simulations with the new‐nonlinear, new‐linear, and old rain‐evaporation resuspension treatment
simulations. Results for the new‐linear and old resuspension‐treatment simulations are shown as relative differences (%) from the corresponding new‐nonlinear
resuspension‐treatment simulation that uses units in the first column. CCN and particle number concentration in the four modes are tropospheric mean.
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due to the resuspended mass having a shorter lifetime when it goes into the coarse mode. For example,
lifetimes of accumulation and coarse‐mode species (for V1 old treatment) are 6.18 and 3.46 days for
sulfate, 7.31 and 1.84 days for mineral dust, and 1.70 and 0.60 days for sea salt. For mineral dust and sea
salt that are predominantly (over 88%) in the coarse mode regardless of the resuspension treatment, the
burden differences are primarily due to the somewhat larger coarse‐mode particle sizes with the new‐
nonlinear resuspension treatment, which increases the coarse‐mode dry‐deposition and below‐cloud wet‐
removal rates compared to the old resuspension treatment. The nonlinear resuspension also contributes
to the burden differences. Burden and AOD differences between the old and new‐nonlinear treatment are
much larger in the V0 simulations (14–33%). The much greater sensitivity to the resuspension treatment
in V0 is primarily due to stronger evaporation of stratiform precipitation in V0, which is discussed later in
this section.
Differences between the old and new‐linear resuspension treatments for mode number concentrations, CCN
(at 0.1% supersaturation), and cloud droplet number in the V1 simulations are modest. Differences are again
much larger in the V0 simulations. Accumulation and primary‐carbon mode number are 18% and 11%
higher with the old resuspension, while Aitken mode number is 19% lower. The primary‐carbon mode dif-
ference is caused by slower aging rather than resuspension of particles in this mode, and the Aitken mode
difference is primarily caused by lower formation by nucleation, because of more rapid H2SO4 condensation
onto preexisting particles. The CCN concentrations in the lower and entire troposphere are 36–38% higher.
These CCN are mostly accumulation mode particles with dry diameters ≥ 100 nm. The large difference is
due both to more accumulation‐mode particles and larger sizes in the old resuspension simulation. The
higher CCN concentrations lead to 36% higher cloud‐droplet number concentrations and somewhat higher
cloud liquid water (11%).
Differences between the new‐linear and new‐nonlinear resuspension treatment simulations are much smal-
ler than the differences between the old and new‐nonlinear treatments. Mass burdens are 1–3% greater with
new‐linear in V1 and 3–7% greater in V0. The mode number concentrations, CCN, and CDNC differences
between new‐linear and new‐nonlinear are 1% or less in both V1 and V0. These results indicate that the non-
linear aspect of the new treatment has much less impact than the resuspension to coarse mode aspect, and
thus, the new‐linear treatment (which is simpler to implement) is a reasonable approach at least in the
global mean.
4.1.1.2. Precipitation Production and Evaporation
To better understand these results, particularly the differences between the V1 and V0 results, it is useful to
look at the precipitation evaporation that drives the resuspension. Table 3 presents the global, annual
averages of precipitation production, surface precipitation, and evaporated fraction from the stratiform,
shallow convective, and deep convective clouds in the V0 and V1 models. Note that the V1 model with
CLUBB does not have separate treatments of stratiform and shallow convective clouds. These results are
from the new‐nonlinear resuspension simulations but differ very little in the other sensitivity simulations.
Total precipitation is similar for V0 and V1, with the higher V1 values partially due to that simulation being
nudged, and deep convection accounts for 59% of the total precipitation in both. Themost notable results are
Table 3
Global‐Average Annual Precipitation Production Rate, Precipitation Rate, Precipitation Fractional Contribution, and









V1 Deep Convective 712.9 8.4 653.0 58.5
V1 Stratiform + Shallow 613.5 24.5 463.5 41.5
V0 Deep Convective 669.3 5.0 635.8 59.5
V0 Stratiform + Shallow 838.2 48.5 432.0 40.5
V0 Stratiform 706.6 55.2 316.5 29.6
V0 Shallow Convective 131.6 12.2 115.5 10.8
Note. In the EAMv1 (referred to as V1) model, stratiform and shallow convective clouds are treated together. Results are
from the CTRL (for V1) and EAMv0 (referred to as V0) simulations with the new nonlinear resuspension treatment.
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that the stratiform evaporation is much higher in the V0 simulation than V1, and the stratiform (or
stratiform and shallow convection) evaporation fractions are much higher than that of the deep
convective in both models. The V0/V1 stratiform evaporation differences are likely due to the use of
Morrison and Gettelman (2008; hereafter MG) microphysics in V0 versus Gettelman and Morrison (2015);
hereafter MG2) microphysics in V1 (e.g., diagnostic vs. fully prognostic treatments of rain and snow in
MG vs. MG2, respectively), although other V0/V1 differences (model physics and vertical and horizontal
resolution) may contribute. Simulations for a different study (work in progress) with the CAM5.5 model
that used MG2 microphysics and had resolutions similar to V0 here also had much lower stratiform
precipitation evaporation compared to V0. The lower stratiform evaporation in V1 reduces the importance
of the aerosol resuspension from evaporation, as well as the sensitivity to the NewResusp treatment, in
the V1 simulations.
Figure 3 shows the horizontal distributions of annual surface precipitation rates and column evaporation
fractions, for stratiform plus shallow convective (S+SC), and for deep convective clouds. S+SC precipitation
patterns are very similar in the V0 and V1 simulations, except V1 has more S+SC precipitation in equatorial
Figure 3. Horizontal distributions of annual‐average surface precipitation rates (left panels) and column precipitation
evaporation fractions (right panels) for V1‐model stratiform + shallow convective precipitation, V0‐model stratiform +
shallow convective precipitation, and V1‐model deep convective precipitation. The evaporation fraction is the column‐
integrated evaporation loss rate divided by the column precipitation production rate. Results are from the new‐nonlinear
resuspension treatment simulations.
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regions and less in the Northern Hemispheric storm tracks. S+SC evaporation in V0 is much stronger with
high evaporation over much of the tropics; high S+SC evaporation in V1 is mostly limited to marine stratus
regions and some desert regions where precipitation is low. Deep convective evaporation is generally low,
although somewhat greater over land, and is only strong over some desert regions where precipitation is
very low. (The V0 deep convective precipitation and evaporation are not show because V0/V1 differences
are not large and the deep convective evaporation has a relatively small contribution to the aerosol
resuspension.) Figure 4 shows zonal average distributions for precipitation production and evaporation
rates. S+SC production patterns are again similar in V0 and V1, but somewhat stronger in V0. S+SC
evaporation in V1 is mostly at 900–1,000 hPa but extends noticeably higher in V0.
4.1.1.3. Aerosol Scavenging and Resuspension
Table 4 shows the global, annual averages of aerosol wet removal and resuspension from evaporating preci-
pitation for deep convective and stratiform plus shallow convective clouds. The wet removal values are pre-
sented as percentages of the total removal (i.e., wet plus dry removal). Wet removal accounts for 63–89% of
the total removal for the predominantly fine aerosol species (SO4, BC, POA, and SOA), 33–49% for sea salt,
and only 23–35% for dust. The wet removal percentages are somewhat lower in the V1 simulation. Deep con-
vective precipitation accounts for 40–61% of the total wet removal in the V1 simulation, but somewhat less
(31–49%) in the V0 simulation.
Figure 4. Zonal‐average distributions of annual‐average precipitation production rates (left panels) and precipitation eva-
poration rates (right panels) for V1‐model stratiform + shallow convective precipitation, V0‐model stratiform + shallow
convective precipitation, and V1‐model deep convective precipitation. Results are from the new‐nonlinear resuspension
treatment simulations.
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Resuspension values are presented as percentages of the scavenged
amounts (i.e., amounts of aerosol initially captured by precipitation) that
are resuspended from evaporating precipitation. For deep convective
clouds, the resuspension value is 1% or less. This is considerably lower
than the deep‐convective precipitation evaporation fractions (5–8%) and
is due to the nonlinearity in the new‐nonlinear resuspension treatment.
For the S+SC clouds, the resuspension values are 8–13% in V1 and
23–54% in V0. These V1 resuspension values are lower than the 18%
S+SC evaporation fraction in V1 and again is due to the resuspension
nonlinearity. In contrast, the V0 resuspension values are more compar-
able to the 49% S+SC precipitation evaporation in the V0 simulation.
Looking back at the Table 2 results, the much lower sensitivity to the
resuspension treatments in V1 than in V0 is attributable to lower evapora-
tion percentages and even lower resuspension percentages for stratiform
precipitation, a somewhat greater contribution of deep convective precipi-
tation to the wet removal, and somewhat weaker wet removal overall
(relatively to dry‐deposition removal).
4.1.1.4. Resuspended Particle Size
Particles resuspended from evaporating precipitation are expected to be in
the coarse‐mode size range, but it is of interest to see their actual sizes.
Figure 5 shows the horizontal distribution of emitted, ambient, and resus-
pended volume‐mean diameters for coarse‐mode particles in the V1 new‐
nonlinear‐resuspension‐treatment simulation. Volume‐mean diameter is
calculated as
Dvol‐mean = [6 * (mass‐mixing‐ratio) / (π * density * (number‐mixing‐
ratio))]1/3
and the ambient and resuspended sizes are vertically averaged over the
tropospheric column. Average emitted diameters are 2.9 μm over ocean
and 3.8 μm over dust source regions. Ambient diameters are somewhat smaller, averaging 2.4 μm globally,
2.2 μm in sea salt dominated regions, and 2.6 μm in dust dominated regions. The resuspended diameters are
larger than the emitted and ambient diameters, averaging 4.1 μm globally, 4.0 μm in sea salt dominated
regions, and 5.7 μm in dust dominated regions. The resuspended diameter exceeds 6 μm over African and
Asian desert regions and the SE Pacific and SE Atlantic marine stratus regions. The larger sizes (compared
to ambient) can lead to faster dry deposition and below‐cloud scavenging and shorter lifetimes for the
coarse‐mode aerosol. The resuspended diameter from convective precipitation is larger (5.7‐μm average)
than for stratiform precipitation (4.0‐μm average). The ambient diameter has a weak vertical variation in
the troposphere, but the resuspended diameter decreases noticeably above the boundary layer (not shown).
For the V0 new‐nonlinear resuspension treatment simulation, the resuspended sizes are considerably larger.
They average 7.2 μm globally, 6.2 μm in sea salt dominated regions, and 12.5 μm in dust dominated regions
(results not shown). The larger resuspended sizes in the V0 simulation, particularly over dust regions, is
caused by higher precipitation evaporation fractions (resulting in more of the larger drops evaporating com-
pletely) and the stratiform precipitation being somewhat dirtier (higher kg‐dust per kg‐water, which we
attribute to differences in the stratiform microphysics).
4.1.2. Evaluation of the New SOA Treatment
To evaluate the new SOA treatment in EAMv1 and its impact on the simulated organic aerosol (OA), we use
surface OA measurements obtained from different field campaigns in rural/remote areas around the world
in 2000–2008 (Jimenez et al., 2009). Although only total OA (POA+SOA) is measured using instruments
such as the Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS), SOA is shown to be associated with oxygenated OA (OOA)
factor derived from positive matrix factorization (PMF) analysis (e.g., Zhang et al., 2007). OOA factor has
been shown to dominate OA composition, especially in rural areas. Since these measurement data are lim-
ited to particles smaller than 1 μm, we only use model simulated POA and/or SOA in Aitken, accumulation,
and primary carbon modes for the comparison. As shown in Figure 6, the model‐estimated monthly mean
Table 4
Global Annual Average Wet Removal and Resuspension Fractions (as










SO4 48.3 56.7 34.7 25.7
BC 27.8 45.7 35.1 28.6
POM 28.4 43.5 39.1 31.4




12.7 30.1 20.0 19.4
Dust 10.8 20.2 12.1 14.5
Resuspension Fractions
SO4 9.8 39.6 0.4 0.1
BC 10.6 41.7 0.4 0.1
POM 11.6 44.9 0.4 0.1




9.6 23.1 0.1 0.0
Dust 8.1 53.8 1.0 0.4
Note. The wet removal values are 100*(cloud‐type wet removal)/(total wet
+dry removal). The resuspension values are 100*(cloud‐type resuspen-
sion)/(cloud‐type scavenging). Wet removal here is the net wet removal;
it is equal to scavenging minus resuspension aerosol transfer rates. The
scavenging transfer is that from in‐cloud and below‐cloud scavenging
processes, that is, the transfer of interstitial and cloudborne aerosol to
precipitation‐borne aerosol. The resuspension transfer is the transfer of
precipitation‐borne aerosol back to interstitial aerosol. Results are from
the new‐nonlinear resuspension‐treatment simulations.
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OA (sampled for the same months and locations of the measurements) in
CTRL shows a good agreement with the global observed OA concentra-
tions with a normalized mean bias (NMB) of 7%. When the new SOA
treatment is excluded in noNewSOA, near‐surface OA is largely overesti-
mated (with a NMB of 53%). However, the simulated SOA in noNewSOA
(NMB = 16%) agrees better with the measured OOA than in CTRL (NMB
= −32%), indicating that the elevated injection of SOAG in the new treat-
ment may have overcorrected the positive bias in near‐surface OA con-
centration at these sites.
To verify this at other locations, we also use the InteragencyMonitoring of
Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) program that provides near‐
surface OC concentrations at many U.S. sites. Here we select 165
rural/remote IMPROVE sites, excluding the ones close to large urban
areas. Figure 7 shows the comparison of median value of monthly means
at these sites between the model simulations and IMPROVE observations.
Observed monthly 15th and 85th percentiles are also shown as boxes to
indicate site‐to‐site variability. Note that model simulated organic matter
is converted to an OC concentration using OM:OC ratios of 1.4 for POA
and 1.8 for SOA, following the conversion of OC to OA for POA emissions
and the treatment of S2015. (Some observed OM:OC ratios are 1.6 for bio-
genic SOA and 2.1 for rural mixed OA; Turpin & Lim, 2001; Shilling et al.,
2009.) Again, the simulated OA in Aitken, accumulation, and primary‐
carbon modes is used to compare with the measured fine particles.
While both simulations capture the seasonal variations of OC at
IMPROVE sites, CTRL again has lower near‐surface concentrations
throughout the year than noNewSOA, with NMBs of −19% and
21%, respectively.
The SOA column burdens in CTRL are noticeably higher than in
noNewSOA (shown in Figure S1 in the supporting information, which
is consistent with the differences shown in S2015; between the
FragNVSOA and Standard CAM5 distributions in their Figure 2). Global
annual SOA burdens are 2.82 and 1.23 Tg for CTRL and noNewSOA,
which are fairly close to the corresponding burdens (3.15 and 1.05 Tg) in
S2015. However, there are noticeable differences in the contrast of spatial
distributions, which can be attributed to the 75% biomass‐burning source
reduction in the E3SMv1 SOA treatment and to many other differences
between the E3SMv1 and the CAM5 version used in S2015. CTRL also
has noticeably larger SOA mixing ratios in the middle and upper tropo-
sphere compared to noNewSOA (shown in Figure S2). This is due to hav-
ing SOAG emissions in the free troposphere in CTRL to mimic the
transport of higher volatility SOA precursors (emitted in the lower tropo-
sphere) to these altitudes followed by chemical aging and condensation,
as explicitly treated in the simulation of S2015.
4.1.3. Evaluation of the New H2SO4 Time‐Splitting Treatment
According to an AeroCom aerosol microphysics intercomparison study
(Mann et al., 2014), simulated CN30 is very diverse among the participat-
ing models, including CAM5 in which aerosol microphysical treatments
are very similar to those in EAMv0. Global mean CN30 in CAM5 is much lower than the multimodel mean,
although the concentration of accumulation‐mode particles is very close to the multimodel mean. Here we
calculate the same quantity (CN30) from the CTRL and noNewH2SO4 simulations to demonstrate the
impact of the new time‐splitting approach for H2SO4 vapor production/loss. Figures 8 and 9, respectively,
show the vertical‐meridional distribution and near‐surface horizontal distribution of CN30 from the two
simulations. CN30 is much increased globally in the CTRL simulation with the new treatment, compared
Figure 5. Horizontal distributions of annual‐ and vertical‐average coarse‐
mode volume‐mean diameters for (a) freshly emitted particles, (b) ambient
particles, and (c) particles produced by resuspension from evaporating pre-
cipitation. Results are from the V1‐model new‐nonlinear resuspension
treatment simulation, and vertical averages are for the troposphere.
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to noNewH2SO4 that uses the old H2SO4 treatment as in CAM5. In noNewH2SO4, near‐surface CN30 over
major continental source regions (except for East Asia and South Asia) is below 2,000 cm‐3, while the new
treatment brings CN30 above 2,000 cm
‐3 over most areas in central
Europe and eastern United States as well. There is also a discernible
increase in CN30 over biomass burning regions in South America and
South Africa and the adjacent oceanic outflow areas. The new treat-
ment also has a strong impact over remote oceans that is presumably
associated with new particle formation from the oxidation of
dimethyl sulfide. The comparison of vertical‐meridional distributions
shows that the impact is not limited to the lower troposphere but also
seen in the upper troposphere due to either local nucleation or con-
vective transport. The meridional gradient in CN30 becomes smaller,
especially, in the Northern Hemisphere. The CN30 enhancement
occurs not only in the Northern Hemispheric anthropogenic source
regions, but also in the clean oceanic and polar regions, which has
an implication for model performance in representing the back-
ground aerosol conditions for determining the PI droplet concentra-
tions and calculation of PD aerosol indirect forcing. The CN30
results in CTRL are much closer to the multimodel mean results in
Mann et al. (2014) than are those in noNewH2SO4.
Figure 6. Scatterplots comparing simulated surface total OA (top panel) and SOA (bottom panel) concentrations from (a
and c) CTRL and (b and d) noNewSOA simulations to observations at multiple sites over the globe. The observed total OA
is the sum of hydrocarbon‐like organic aerosol (HOA) and oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA), while the simulated OA
includes POA and SOA. A total of 17 rural/remote site observations are used here (site location shown in Figure S7). OOA
is assumed to be themain contributor to SOA at these sites. The slope and coefficient R are obtained from the linear fit and
correlation coefficient between simulated andmeasured OA or OOA concentrations. The dashed lines mark a 2:1, 1:1, and
1:2 ratios, respectively, between the simulated SOA and observed OOA.
Figure 7. Observed and simulated monthly OC concentrations from 165
Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) sites in
United States during 2007–2011. The boxes denote the observed median, the 15th
and 85th percentiles. The colored lines correspond to median values of corre-
sponding model simulated OC concentrations. Normalized mean biases (NMB),
calculated throughout the year, are shown in numbers in the parentheses.
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In addition to the comparison with AeroCommodels, here we also compare model simulated CN10 in CTRL
and noNewH2SO4 against in situ measurements at monitoring sites over the globe (Table 1 of Yu & Luo,
2009), shown in Figure 10. CN10 (Dp > 10 nm) is selected for comparison due to the measurement size
threshold (cutoff diameter of particle counter) being close to the Aitken mode size range in the model.
Note that the comparison here is not meant to be quantitatively accurate, since the data duration is not con-
sistent among the sites and with the model time period, but it still provides a useful indication on whether or
not the new treatment improves the simulated CN10. The CTRL shows a higher CN10 that is in a better agree-
ment with observations than the noNewH2SO4 in terms of the NMB and correlation coefficient. Over most
of the sites the CTRL has a ratio to the corresponding observed value within a factor of 2. Without the new
time‐splitting approach (noNewH2SO4), CN10 at the Europe and North America sites is largely underesti-
mated. The sites in polar region and free troposphere also show improvements. This is consistent with the
global comparison in Figures 8 and 9. Note the large sensitivity of CN10 to the time‐splitting approach in
the marine boundary layer, where the increase in ultrafine particles is directly attributed to the treatment
of nucleation of sulfuric acid vapor (originating from dimethyl sulfide).
Figure 8. Vertical and meridional distributions of zonally averaged annual mean CN30 (defined as the number concentration of particles with diameter Dp > 30
nm) simulated in CTRL and noNewH2SO4.
Figure 9. Global distribution of near‐surface number concentration of CN30 (Dp > 30 nm) for CTRL and noNewH2SO4.
Symbols mark the location of surface stations or high‐elevation sites used in Figure 10.
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4.2. Impact of New Treatments on AOD Spatial Distribution
The global annual mean total AOD (550 nm) from the E3SMv1 simulation (CTRL) is compared to E3SMv0
(CAM5.3) and observational composite (shown in Figure 11). Note that both CTRL and CAM5.3 represent 1
year (2007) while the observational composite based on AeroCom models and ground network measure-
ments is for PD climatology (Kinne et al., 2013). Thus, we also plot AOD from the 15‐year (2000–2014)
E3SMv1 simulation (CTRL15) for comparison. The global mean AOD in CTRL is a little smaller than in
CTRL15 (0.132 vs. 0.143) mostly due to weaker dust loading over north Africa and its oceanic outflow region.
Otherwise, the spatial distribution is similar in the two runs. Compared to the observational composite,
E3SMv1 overestimates AOD near some desert source regions, but CAM5.3 has an even stronger positive bias
Figure 10. Comparison of model simulated CN10 (number concentration of particles with diameter Dp > 10 nm) in CTRL
and noNewH2SO4 to the observed CN10 at various surface stations around the globe, among which four sites have high
elevations (1–4 km), marked as “free troposphere,” as located in Figure 9. The solid line marks a 1:1 ratio, while the two
dashed lines denote 2:1 and 1:2 ratios, respectively, between the simulated and observed CN10.
Figure 11. Global aerosol optical depth (AOD) from (a) CAM5.3, (b) CTRL (year 2007), and (c) CTRL15 (2000–2014),
compared to (d) observational composite (OBS) with gray shading in polar regions indicating missing value. Numbers
are the corresponding global mean.
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in dust loading. This difference is partly due to dust being emitted into a much shallower lowest model layer
in E3SMv1 for increasedmodel vertical resolution that leads tomore dust dry deposition. E3SMv1 has a clear
reduction of low AOD bias over East Asia and the Siberian oceanic outflow area as well as the Arctic
(Figure S3), which is largely attributed to new treatments of NewSOA, NewH2SO4, and NewConvTran
(Figure S4). However, there is an overcorrection in oceanic outflow from China and equatorial Africa
(Figure S3), likely due to the new treatment of elevated SOA sources (Figure S4). Strong sensitivities of
SOA loading and lifetime to parameters that characterize aging and chemical reactions of SOA gases are
found during the model development, which is challenging to represent in climate models without explicit
treatments of SOA formation.
4.3. Impact of New Treatments on Aerosol‐Radiation Interaction
The various new treatments in EAMv1 affect the horizontal and vertical distributions of aerosols that can
largely influence the impact of aerosols on the atmospheric radiative energy budget through their scattering
and absorption of solar and/or terrestrial radiation. Figure 12 shows the impact of individual new treatments
on the TOA clear‐sky net radiative flux (W/m2) under PD aerosol conditions. Among the new treatments,
Figure 12. TOA clear‐sky net radiative flux (W/m2) under present‐day (PD) aerosol conditions for (a) the CTRL simula-
tion and (b–f) the difference between CTRL and five sensitivity simulations to show the effect of individual new treatment
denoted by NewConvTran, NewH2SO4, NewSOA, NewIceNuc, and NewInSnow (described in Table 1 and Figure 1),
respectively. The number on the top of each panel is the corresponding global mean value.
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the improved transport and removal (NewConvTran) and the new resuspension of aerosols from
evaporation of precipitation (NewResusp) give a net positive (warming) effect, while the new treatments
of SOA (NewSOA), sulfuric acid vapor for new particle formation (NewH2SO4), and ice nucleation
(NewIceNuc) exert a net cooling. Both NewConvTran and NewResusp reduce global mean aerosol
loading, but they have different effects on the vertical distribution with NewConvTran reducing more of
the upper tropospheric aerosols and NewResusp reducing more of the lower tropospheric aerosols. As
discussed in detail by Wang et al. (2013), NewConvTran also increases the transport of aerosols to the
remote regions (e.g., the Arctic), which has a further impact on the surface radiation budget through the
deposited light‐absorbing particles in snow/ice. The strong warming effect over the Arctic by
NewConvTran (Figure 12b) is likely contributed by the additional shortwave heating at the surface. In
contrast, the net cooling over north Africa (Figure 12b) is due to an increase of outgoing longwave radiation
associated with reduced dust loading. NewSOA increases SOA lifetime and loading in the upper tropo-
sphere, especially over remote oceans and the Arctic, leading to a strong additional shortwave cooling to
the PD climate (−0.64 W/m2). NewIceNuc is the other new treatment that has a strong longwave cooling
impact (−0.63 W/m2), mainly over high latitudes and tropics where ice clouds frequently occur.
Figure 13. Same as Figure 12 but for the difference in TOA clear‐sky net radiative fluxes between two simulations with
present‐day (PD) and preindustrial (PI) aerosol conditions, respectively.
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Figure 13 shows the net clear‐sky radiative forcing (i.e., difference between PD and PI conditions) caused by
aerosol‐radiation interactions in the atmosphere and light‐absorbing particles in snow/ice. A strong radia-
tive cooling is seen over the Arctic and major aerosol source regions (e.g., East Asia and South Asia) and
the oceanic outflow areas. A strong positive forcing occurs over northern Africa, western Asia, and the
Middle East where light‐absorbing dust prevails. This result indicates that dust absorption is increased under
the PD condition due to more dust and/or enhanced absorption, caused by more SOA on dust particles, for
example. The NewConvTran and NewIceNuc treatments reduce the positive forcing (over northern Africa
and western Asia), while the NewH2SO4 and NewSOA increase it. Both NewH2SO4 and NewIceNuc
account for a large portion of the negative forcing over the Arctic. As discussed above, NewSOA increases
the direct cooling under PD aerosol conditions. It also contributes 30% of the global mean clear‐sky aerosol
forcing (−0.15 out of −0.5 W/m2), mostly occurring over oceans.
4.4. Impact of New Treatments on Aerosol‐Cloud Interactions
Impact of the new treatments on aerosols can alter the global distribution of CCN and their effect on clouds.
Figure 14 shows the global distribution of difference in boundary‐layer CCN number concentration (at 0.1%
supersaturation) between PD and PI aerosol conditions. The increase of PD CCN mostly occurs near major
source regions and the oceanic outflow areas. Among the individual new treatments, the NewH2SO4
Figure 14. Same as Figure 13 but for the column mean CCN concentration (cm‐3) at 0.1% supersaturation in the lower
troposphere (below 850 mb).
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contributes the most to a ubiquitous CCN increase while NewResusp has an opposite effect on CCN. The
impact of NewSOA on the CCN increase is strong but also more complicated than the others. The
elevated injection of SOAG reduces the contribution of SOA formation to boundary‐layer CCN, while
SOA formed in the free troposphere is transported further into the oceanic regions and has a far‐reaching
impact on CCN there. The impact of new treatments on clouds through microphysical processes and/or
associated feedbacks manifests itself in the response of cloud LWP, as shown in Figure 15. With the
combination of all new treatments in EAMv1, the global mean LWP for PD is increased from the PI
emission conditions by 2.4 g/m2, primarily in the Northern Hemisphere where the PD anthropogenic
emission sources are located. The individual new treatments have quite diverse influences on LWP.
NewConvTran reduces the LWP difference between PD and PI by −0.8 g/m2, while NewH2SO4 increases
the LWP difference by 0.7 g/m2 likely through the conventional second aerosol indirect effect (i.e., more
aerosols leading to longer cloud lifetime and larger cloud amount). The impact of NewIceNuc on the PD‐
PI difference in LWP, involving ice cloud processes, is mainly due to the new treatment of ice formation
in mixed‐phase clouds (Wang, Liu et al., 2014), which increases the amount of liquid cloud and, therefore,
the sensitivity to aerosol perturbation over the Arctic. Both NewIceNuc and NewH2SO4 seem to account
for much of the PD‐PI LWP increase over the Arctic. The increase over Eurasia continent is consistent
with CCN increase. NewSOA and NewResusp have relatively small impact on the LWP difference.
Figure 15. Same as Figure 13 but for grid mean liquid water path (LWP).
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The global mean total aerosol indirect forcing (−1.1 W/m2) includes the interactions between aerosols and
warm clouds as well as ice clouds. As shown in Figure 16, the spatial distribution of regional cloud radiative
cooling is consistent with the increase in CCN and/or LWP. Positive cloud radiative forcing over the Arctic is
attributable to NewH2SO4 and NewIceNuc changes through longwave warming effect (not shown).
NewH2SO4 is also responsible for much of the cloud radiative cooling in the Northern Hemispheric midla-
titudes, where NewConvTran offsets the cooling to some extent, presumably, through both first and second
indirect effects. The global total aerosol effective radiative forcing (Figure S5) is dominated by indirect for-
cing, although clear‐sky aerosol forcing over some regions and contributions by individual treatments are
stronger (Figure 13). The noisy forcing distribution in the tropics for all panels in Figure 16 reflects a strong
variability in the response of deep convective clouds to the individual new treatments, which becomes
weaker in the CTRL simulations when all treatments are combined.
Following Ghan et al. (2016), the change in liquid cloud shortwave radiative forcing (R) as a response to a
change in CCN concentrations (Nc) due to anthropogenic aerosol emissions can be decomposed into a chain
of processes, involving changes in cloud droplet number concentration (Nd), liquid cloud fraction (C), in‐
cloud shortwave radiative forcing (Rc), cloud optical depth (τ), droplet effective radius (re), and LWP (L),
as described in the following equations:
Figure 16. Same as Figure 13 but for net cloud forcing
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Figure 17. (a) Values of each term in the shortwave cloud forcing balance described in equation (1) for E3SMv1 PD/PI
simulations (each of the other simulations has one new treatment excluded from the CTRL), compared to a CAM5.3
simulation from Ghan et al. (2016), normalized by CTRL; (b) values of each term in equation (2) showing the contribution
of relationship of warm cloud fraction C and in‐cloud radiative forcing Rc with Nd to the susceptibility of R to Nd for
all the simulations (globally averaged but not normalized). (c) Values of each term in equation (3) contributing to the
relationship between cloud optical depth (τ) and Nd for warm clouds (globally averaged but not normalized).
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where the overbar indicate spatiotemporal mean for each quantity and Δ
denotes the difference in the corresponding mean quantity between any
pair of PD and PI simulations.
Figure 17 shows the comparison of factors/processes described in equa-
tions (1)–(3) among the various configurations of the EAMv1 model as
well as one version of the CAM5 model, CAM5.3_PNNL in Ghan et al.
(2016). The CTRL simulation has a much smaller base shortwave cloud
radiative forcing R but a larger change (ΔR) than CAM5.3. The com-
parison suggests that the different ΔR is primarily driven by differences
in the CTRL warm cloud radiative forcing R, although there are differ-
ent sensitivities between Nc, Nd, or R. The lowered base R of warm
clouds in EAMv1 likely comes from changes in model vertical resolu-
tion, cloud treatments, and/or model calibration against satellite‐based
observations for all clouds (Rasch et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2018). The
increased ΔR in EAMv1, compared to CAM5.3, is primarily due to
stronger sensitivity to Nd. The various new aerosol treatments
EAMv1 do have some impact on ΔR, among which the NewH2SO4
treatment has the largest impact (i.e., contrast between CTRL and
noNewH2SO4). This is consistent with the large increase in the num-
ber concentration of small‐size and CCN particles when using the new time‐splitting approach for
H2SO4 vapor production/loss, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. Although the impact of NewH2SO4 on
ΔNc (at the supersaturation of 0.3%) is relatively small, the sensitivity of Nd is substantially enhanced.
Further decomposition in Figure 17b shows that the sensitivity of R to Nd is predominantly from in‐
cloud forcing (Rc) rather than cloud fraction, particularly for the EAMv1 simulations, although the dif-
ferent aerosol treatments also cause diversity in the sensitivity of both Rc and C to Nd. Rc is determined
by cloud optical depth (τ), which is directly connected to cloud microphysical processes that account for
the impact of aerosols on droplet size (re) and LWP (L). The EAMv1 simulations have a much smaller
sensitivity in L to Nd but a larger sensitivity in re to Nd compared to CAM5 (Figure 17c), indicating a
stronger first indirect effect and weaker second indirect effect in the EAMv1 model. Both NewResusp
and NewH2SO4 have a discernable impact on aerosol indirect effects.
4.5. BC and Dust in Snow
The aforementioned changes made to atmospheric aerosols that affect the spatial distribution,
droplet/ice nucleation, and/or deposition of BC and dust particles also have impacts on their concentra-
tion and radiative forcing in snow/ice. Here we analyze some of the simulations listed in Table 1 to
quantify such impacts. Figure 18 shows the impact of individual changes on BC concentration in terres-
trial surface snow. The NewConvTran has the largest overall impact on BC in snow. There is a decrease
of 2.5 ng/g in the global annual mean BC concentration (compared to the difference of 21.5 ng/g due to
the PD emission changes from PI conditions). The NewConvTran treatment reduces wet deposition of
BC in low to midlatitude source regions and moves more to the high latitudes, so the impact is larger
in the colder months of the Northern Hemisphere when midlatitudes have more seasonal snow cover.
The NewSOA increases the lifetime of SOA as well as BC and POA that share similar sources and the
soluble size modes, allowing for more BC to move to middle‐ to high‐latitude snow‐covered areas.
NewResusp removes more BC near source regions, having a negative impact on remote BC in the atmo-
sphere as well as in snow. The impact of NewIceNuc and NewH2SO4 on BC in snow is less straightfor-
ward with larger intraseasonal variability in both magnitude and sign than the other new treatments
but the overall positive impact on annual mean value (+0.22 and +0.14 ng/g for NewIceNuc and
NewH2SO4, respectively) is consistent with their impact on atmospheric aerosols or CCN (see
Figure 14).
The direct improvement to the model representation of BC/dust mixing with snow grains and their opti-
cal properties can be assessed with the NewInSnow results (i.e., difference between the CTRL and
noNewInSnow simulations), as shown in Figure 19. The combination of NewInSnow treatments intro-
duces a global annual mean positive SW radiative forcing of 0.26 W/m2 at the surface under the PD
Figure 18. change in monthly mean BC‐in‐snow (surface layer) concentra-
tions (defined as mass of BC contained by per unit mass of water with units
of ng/g) due to the individual new treatment of aerosols in E3SMv1. It is
calculated using the difference between CTRL and the corresponding sen-
sitivity experiment (summarized in Table 1) with each new treatment
excluded.
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conditions, predominantly at high latitudes of both hemispheres. The global mean forcing peaks in
boreal winter months (up to 0.6 W/m2; see Figure S6) when the Northern Hemisphere has large
seasonal terrestrial snow cover and the Antarctic ice sheet receives strongest incoming solar radiation.
The forcing under clear sky (Figure 19b) is larger and less ambiguous than in all sky (Figure 19a)
where negative forcing is seen over some oceanic areas. NewInSnow has no direct impact on the
atmospheric radiative transfer, so the SW forcing at TOA (under both clear and all sky conditions) is
indistinguishable from that at the surface (not shown). The additional heating caused by NewInSnow
leads to an increase of 0.04 K in global mean surface temperature, with local increases over 0.5 K at
high latitudes, and a decrease of 0.55 mm in global mean snow water equivalent. The increase in
surface temperature can cause increases in the outgoing LW radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes
at the surface, which can partly offset the positive SW radiative flux (Figures 19c and 19d).
Interestingly, although global mean net energy flux at the surface is not much reduced after the
adjustment of LW radiation and sensible/latent heat release, the net heating to the surface is shifted
from land to ocean through reduced latent and sensible heat fluxes.
Figure 19. Impact of the new treatment related to BC and dust in snow (NewInSnow) on (a and b) SW radiative flux (W/
m2) at the surface under all sky and clear sky, respectively, (c) combined all‐sky SW and LW fluxes at the surface, (d) net
energy flux (combined radiative, sensible, and latent heat fluxes), (e) surface temperature, TS (K), and (f) snow water
equivalent (SWE, mm).
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5. Summary and Conclusions
There are substantial new developments in various components of E3SMv1 to represent aerosols and light‐
absorbing impurities as well as their interactions with clouds and radiation on top of CESM1.3 (referred to as
E3SMv0), aimed at reducing some known biases or correcting model deficiencies. In this study we summar-
ize what the new treatments are and how they affect aerosols and radiative forcing in E3SMv1, both indivi-
dually and collectively. The notable new treatments include the following:
1. A new treatment of H2SO4 vapor for new particle formation (denoted as NewH2SO4) uses a parallel time‐
splitting approach (rather than the serial time‐splitting approach in E3SMv0) to provide more accurate
H2SO4 vapor concentrations to the aerosol nucleation.
2. A suite of improved treatments of convective transport and aerosol wet removal (denoted as
NewConvTran), based onWang et al. (2013), is introduced to E3SMv1 to get a better simulation of aerosol
spatial distributions.
3. A new treatment of SOA (denoted as NewSOA) uses SOA gas emissions derived from results based on an
explicit treatment of SOA precursor‐gas chemistry and particle‐phase transformation that was computa-
tionally expensive but more accurate (Shrivastava et al., 2015).
4. A new treatment of marine organic aerosol (denoted as NewMOA) is introduced to E3SMv1 to account
for organic sea‐spray emissions, assuming an internal mixing with the coemitted inorganic sea salt
(Burrows et al., 2014, 2018).
5. A new ice‐nucleation treatment (NewIceNuc) that links the heterogeneous ice formation in mixed‐phase
clouds to both interstitial and cloud‐borne dust and BC aerosols (Wang et al., 2014) is adopted. Moreover,
threshold size (a constant‐valued tunable parameter) at which growing ice crystals are converted to snow
particles is replaced with an empirical formulation that treats the size as a function of temperature in
EAMv1.
6. A new treatment of resuspension of aerosol material from evaporating precipitation (NewResusp) is
developed that remedies two shortcomings of the original MAM treatment of this process, which is
for the first time tested in both E3SMv1 and E3SMv0. Aerosol material is now resuspended to the
coarse mode, rather than to the mode from which it was scavenged. The fraction of precipitation‐
borne aerosol material that is resuspended is now a nonlinear function of the fraction of precipita-
tion mass‐flux that evaporates (developed from a simple spectral‐bin model of raindrop evaporation
below cloud base). The number of resuspended aerosol particles, which together with resuspended
mass determines the size of the resuspended particles, is equal to the number of fully evaporated
raindrops. This is also parameterized as a nonlinear function of the fraction of precipitation mass‐
flux that evaporates.
7. A set of new treatments of light‐absorbing particles (NewInSnow) in surface snow and sea ice is
introduced to E3SMv1 to improve the consistency with deposition mechanisms of atmospheric aero-
sols, including the consideration of within‐hydrometeor light‐absorbing particles (Flanner et al.,
2012).
Among these seven sets of new treatments, four of them (i.e., NewH2SO4, NewSOA, NewResusp, and
NewInSnow) have never been specifically evaluated and assessed in the E3SMv1 framework. Thus, our
model evaluation is particularly focused on these.
The new time‐splitting approach for H2SO4 vapor production/loss (NewH2SO4) largely increases the
amount of small particles (Dp > 10 nm) over the entire globe, which agrees much better with observations
and the AeroCom multimodel mean. The NewH2SO4 treatment also substantially increases the PD‐PI con-
trast of middle‐/high‐latitude CCN concentrations, LWP, and the cloud radiative cooling in the
Northern Hemisphere.
The new SOA treatment (NewSOA) increases the lifetime and column burden of SOA, especially in the
upper troposphere and over remote oceans and the Arctic. The NewSOA treatment contributes substantially
to regional total AOD and global mean clear‐sky radiative cooling (−0.15 out of −0.5 W/m2). It reduces the
low bias in E3SMv0 AOD, compared to the observational composite, over heavily polluted regions (e.g., East
Asia, South Asia, and South America biomass burning areas), but it overcorrects the bias over some remote
oceans. The NewSOA does increase the PD CCN but has a minimal impact on clouds and aerosol
indirect forcing.
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The new resuspension treatment (NewResusp) produces a modest reduction in aerosol mass and number
concentrations, AOD, CCN, and cloud droplet number in the EAMv1 model. This is due to the resuspended
aerosol being in the coarse mode where particle lifetime is shorter, and the nonlinear aspect of the resuspen-
sion parameterization. In the EAMv0 (or CAM5.3) model, where evaporation of stratiform precipitation is
much stronger (presumably due to using the original MG cloud microphysics rather than the newer
MG2), the new resuspension treatment produces reductions of over 30% for AOD, CCN, and cloud droplet
number. This indicates that the importance of the resuspension from evaporating precipitation process
can differ strongly between global models or model versions, depending on the model physics. The resus-
pended particles are larger than the ambient coarse‐mode particles: The global‐average volume‐mean dry
diameter of the resuspended particles is 4.1 μm in EAMv1 and 7.2 μm in EAMv0, compared to 2.4 μm for
ambient coarse‐mode particles. A linearized version of the new resuspension treatment, in which both the
fraction of aerosol material resuspended and the fraction of raindrops that fully evaporate are assumed equal
to the fraction of precipitation mass‐flux that evaporates, gives results quite close to those with the new non-
linear resuspension treatment and thus is a reasonable alternative approach.
The changes made to atmospheric aerosols that affect the spatial distribution and deposition of BC and dust
particles also have impacts on their concentration and radiative forcing in snow/ice. The improved transport
and removal (NewConvTran) has the largest overall impact on BC concentrations in snow, while the
combination of NewInSnow treatments introduces a global annual mean positive SW radiative forcing of
0.26 W/m2 at the surface under the PD conditions, predominantly at high latitudes of both hemispheres.
The additional heating caused by NewInSnow leads to an increase of 0.04 K in global mean surface tempera-
ture, with local increases over 0.5 K at high latitudes, and a decrease of 0.55 mm in global mean snow
water equivalent.
With all the new aerosol treatments, the low‐resolution EAMv1 (30 spectral elements or 1°) gives a fairly low
global mean aerosol indirect forcing (−1.1W/m2), although the total effective radiative forcing of−1.6W/m2
(including −0.5 W/m2 as the clear‐sky radiative forcing) is still too high for the model to reproduce the his-
torical warming trend (Golaz et al., 2019). The EAMv1 has a much smaller sensitivity in liquid cloud water
but a larger sensitivity in cloud drop size to changes in cloud drop number compared to EAMv0, indicating a
stronger first indirect effect and a weaker second indirect effect in the EAMv1model. Some of the individual
new treatments (e.g., NewResusp and NewH2SO4) have a discernible impact on aerosol indirect effects. The
representation of aerosol‐cloud interactions in E3SMv1 has also been evaluated and further improved from
the cloud perspective (e.g., Rasch et al., 2019). While preparing for further aerosol developments in
next‐generation E3SM to remove some known biases (e.g., in dust loading/deposition and SOA formation)
and/or to add new capabilities (e.g., representation of nitrate aerosol and stratospheric sulfate), we
keep evaluating their impact on the aerosol effective radiative forcing to identify and reduce
potential uncertainties.
Appendix A: Raindrop Spectrum Evolution During Evaporation
Here we present some calculations of raindrops evaporating (and resuspending aerosol particles) as they fall
through subsaturated air below cloud base. These results are then used to derive simple parameterizations of
the resuspension of rain‐borne aerosol mass and number for use in the global climate model. The calcula-
tions, which are relatively straightforward, are made using a one‐dimensional steady‐state model with a
size‐resolved representation (i.e., spectral bin) of the raindrop size distribution. The model is similar to that
used in some early studies of below‐cloud aerosol scavenging and evaporation (Abraham et al., 1972;
Stensland & de Pena, 1975) but is simpler as it only treats the evaporation process.
Raindrops fall from cloud base (z = zcb) to the surface (z = zsfc = 0). Relative humidity (RH) varies linearly
from a specified surface value to 100% at cloud base. Temperature (T) is 298 K at the surface, and lapse rate
is −6.5 K/km. Pressure (p) is 105 Pa at the surface and is calculated from the hydrostatic equation above
the surface.
The precipitation rate at cloud base, J (zcb) (mm/hr), is specified, giving a precipitation water flux of FW (zcb)
= J (zcb)/3,600 (kg·m
‐2·s‐1). (Note that the sign convention for all precipitation related fluxes and fall speeds is
positive downward throughout the paper.) An initial (cloud base) raindrop size distribution is calculated
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assuming either a Marshall‐Palmer (MP) or lognormal (LN) size distribution. The Marshall Palmer size




where D is drop diameter (m), N0 (m
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The three lognormal parameters are taken from empirical fits of Harikumar et al. (2009): Ntot (m
−3) =
exp[5.2147−0.0072J + 0.3575ln(J)], Dgn (m) = exp[−6.4726 + 0.0006J + 0.2011ln(J)], and σg = 1.5011.
We discretize the distribution using 500 logarithmically spaced droplet size bins with droplet radii
between 25 um and 5.0 mm. Thus, at cloud base, Rj (zcb) (m) is the drop radius, and Nj (zcb) (m
‐3) is
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where V (Rj,ρa) is the raindrop fallspeed (m/s), ρa is air density (kg/m
3), and ρw is water density (1,000
kg/m3). FW will differ somewhat from the specified FW (zcb), so these first‐guess Nj (zcb) are scaled so as
to produce the specified water flux exactly. Raindrop number flux FN (zcb) (m






At cloud base, all drops are assumed to have an identical aqueous concentration of aerosol material, Caq‐cb
(kg‐aerosol per kg‐water). The mass of aerosol material in a single droplet in size bin j, AM j (kg‐aerosol),
is then











This completes the initialization of a calculation for a specified cloud‐base height, precipitation rate, and
surface relative humidity. We next calculate the evolution of drops in each size bin as they fall through
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is a standard expression for droplet condensation/evaporation. For this we use equation 7.18 of Rogers and
Yau (1989) with their ventilation effect correction. The integration is done using a small dz (0.1 m). Until the
drops in a bin fully evaporate, the drop number flux remains constant, so that
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Nj zð Þ ¼
Nj zcbð ÞV Rj zcbð Þ; ρa zcbð Þ
 
V Rj zð Þ; ρa zð Þ
  : (A9)
The rain‐borne aerosol mass flux also remains constant until the bin fully
evaporates. When Rj(z) reaches 10 μm, the droplets in bin j are treated as
having fully evaporated. The aerosol mass in the bin is resuspended as
interstitial aerosol, and the number of resuspended aerosol particles is
equal to the number of drops in the bin. The Nj and AMj are then set to
zero. As one moves downward in height, the precipitation water flux
FW decreases continuously as the droplets in each size bin gradually
decrease in size. In contrast, the droplet number flux FN and rain‐borne
aerosol mass flux FA change in discrete steps, at heights where the drops
in a bin reach 10‐μm radius and are completely evaporated. The three
fluxes are saved at 50‐m‐height intervals for analysis.
The results from a calculation can be summarized using the fractions of
the initial cloud‐base fluxes that have been lost through evaporation and
resuspension. These evaporated (or resuspended) fractions are define as
f EV−X zð Þ ¼ 1−
FX zð Þ
FX zcbð Þ ; (A10)
where X is eitherW (precipitation water), A (rain‐borne aerosol mass), or
N (raindrop number). Figure A1 shows calculation results for cloud‐base
precipitation rates of 0.1, 1.0, and 10 mm/hr; surface relative humidities
of 30%, 40%, … , and 90%; and cloud‐base heights of 0.5, 1.0, … , and 3.0
km for the two size distribution cases. We plot fEV‐A and fEV‐N versus
fEV‐W to show how the resuspension fractions for aerosol mass and num-
ber vary with the water mass evaporation fraction.
The results for aerosol mass resuspension are what one might expect. The
aerosolmass resuspension is below the 1:1 line, because raindrops can par-
tially evaporate without resuspending any rain‐borne aerosol. The aerosol
mass resuspension is lower (slower) at higher precipitation rates, because
the size distributions at higher rates contain more larger‐sized drops, and
larger‐sized drops take longer to fully evaporate. Similarly, the aerosol
mass resuspension for the lognormal distribution gives somewhat slower
resuspension thanMarshall Palmer because it has more larger‐sized drops
in comparison to Marshall Palmer. For a particular size distribution type
and precipitation rate, different surface relative humidities and cloud‐base
heights produce different fEV‐A (and fEV‐W) versus z results. Somewhat sur-
prisingly, however, the fEV‐A versus fEV‐W points lie within a very narrow
envelope. This suggests that, for example, at height below cloud at which
drops with initial radii of 0.2 mm completely evaporate (and drops with
smaller initial radii have already evaporated), the radii (and degree of eva-
poration) of drops with initial radii > 0.2 mm are relatively independent of
the humidity profile through which they have fallen.
The results for drop (and thus aerosol) number resuspension are somewhat more complex. The number
resuspension fractions are always greater than the aerosol mass resuspension fractions, because the smallest
drops (which evaporate first) contribute relatively more to the droplet number flux than to the aerosol mass
flux. Differences between the Marshall Palmer and lognormal distributions are stronger than for aerosol
mass. The Marshall Palmer has a much higher fEV‐N at low fEV‐W than does the lognormal. This is again
due to the Marshall Palmer having relatively more smaller‐size drops and fewer larger‐sized drops. For a
particular size distribution type and precipitation rate, the fEV‐A versus fEV‐W points again lie within a very
narrow envelope.
Figure A1. Evaporated fraction of precipitation‐borne aerosol (fEV‐A) and
(fully) evaporated fraction of raindrop number flux (fEV‐N) versus
evaporated fraction of precipitation water flux for (a) Marshall Palmer and
(b) lognormal raindrop size distributions. Separate curves are for cloud‐base
rain rates of 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 mm/hr. For each cloud‐base rates, results
cover a range of cloud‐base heights and surface relative humidities, as
described in text.
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Figure A2 shows similar results, but for 15 (logarithmically spaced) cloud‐
base precipitation rates of 0.01 to 31.8 mm/hr. Also shown are ninth‐order
polynomial curve fits to the results. (The individual data points from the
calculations were first aggregated to fEV‐W intervals of width 0.01. The
averaged fEV‐A [or fEV‐N] and fEV‐W for each interval were then used for
curve fitting. This produced better results at high fEV‐W values, where
there are fewer individual data points.) The normalized root‐mean‐square
error of the fitted curve against the nonaggregated points is between 0.10
and 0.12. Note that results shown in Figure A1 suggest that more accurate
fitted curves could be obtained by including the dependence on cloud‐
base precipitation rate, but this has not been pursued.
These fitted curves represent a parameterization of fEV‐A (and fEV‐N) as a
function of fEV‐W and can be written as
f EV−A ¼ ϕA f EV−Wð Þ; (A11)
f EV−N ¼ ϕN f EV−Wð Þ (A12)
The ninth‐order polynomial coefficients [ϕ(x) = a1·x + … + a9·x
9, x = fEV‐
W] are given in Table A1. For small values of x, the fitted polynomials are
not monotonic, so ϕ(x) = b2·x is used when x < b1.
It is convenient to express this parameterization in terms of the unevapo-
rated (or unresuspended) fractions:
f UE−S ¼ 1−f EV−S; (A13)
where S = W, A, or N. Then
f UE−A ¼ ψA f UE−Wð Þ ¼ 1−ϕA 1−f EV−Wð Þ; (A14)
f UE−N ¼ ψN f UE−Wð Þ ¼ 1−ϕN 1−f EV−Wð Þ: (A15)
As described in Appendix B, these are used in new the treatment of aero-
sol resuspension from evaporating precipitation.
Appendix B: New Treatments of Aerosol Resuspension
From Precipitation
B.1. Treatment for Stratiform Precipitation
We first describe the treatment for stratiform precipitation. The treatment
for convective precipitation is similar but has some
additional complications.
Let FWk be the grid‐cell mean precipitation water mass flux at the top of
model layer k (kg·m‐2·s‐1) and is positive downward here. (The vertical layer indexing follows the CAM5.3
and EAMv1 convention of k = 1 being the uppermost layer, and k increasing with increasing pressure.) In
the aerosol wet‐removal code, we calculate
FWkþ1 ¼ FWk þ WPRODk–WEVAPkð Þ Δpk=gð Þ; (B1)
whereWPRODk andWEVAPk are the precipitation production and evaporation rates, respectively, in layer k
(kg·kg‐1·s‐1, both positive). These are provided by the stratiform cloud parameterization, averaged over the
model time step.
Figure A2. Evaporated fraction of precipitation‐borne aerosol (fEV‐A) and
(fully) evaporated fraction of raindrop number flux (fEV‐N) versus evapo-
rated fraction of precipitation water flux for (a) Marshall Palmer and (b)
lognormal raindrop size distributions. Black dots are calculation results for
the entire range of cloud‐base rain rates cloud‐base heights, and surface
relative humidities, as described in text. Red lines are ninth‐order polyno-
mial fits to the calculation results.
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FAk is the grid‐cell mean precipitation‐borne aerosol‐mass flux for a particular MAM4 aerosol‐mass species
at the top of layer k (kg·m‐2·s‐1). Here the species includes the chemical component (e.g., sulfate, sea salt, and
dust), the aerosol mode, and the aerosol attachment state prior to scavenging by precipitation (interstitial or
cloud‐borne). In the aerosol wet‐removal code, we calculate
FAkþ1 ¼ FAk þ ASCAVk–ARESUkð Þ Δpk=gð Þ; (B2)
where ASCAVk is the aerosol‐mass precipitation‐scavenging rate in layer k and A_RESUk is the rate of
precipitation‐borne aerosol‐mass resuspension (both kg·kg‐1·s‐1 and positive). The scavenging rate is
expressed as
ASCAVk ¼ λkqA;k; (B3)
where λk is a first‐order scavenging rate coefficient (s
‐1) and qA,k is the aerosol mass‐mixing ratio in
layer k (kg/kg). For cloud‐borne aerosol species, the scavenging rate represents the conversion or collec-
tion of cloud water to precipitation, which is provided by the stratiform cloud parameterization. This is
referred to as in‐cloud scavenging in Liu et al. (2012) and Figure 1. For interstitial aerosol species, the
scavenging rate represents aerosol particle scavenging by precipitation via Brownian diffusion, impac-
tion, and interception, and the parameterization of Slinn (1984) is used, as described in the SI of Liu
et al. (2012) is used. This is referred to as below‐cloud scavenging in Liu et al. (2012) and
diffusion/impaction scavenging in Figure 1, although it also occurs within clouds.
The resuspension rate is expressed as
ARESUk Δpk=gð Þ ¼ f ARESU;kFAk; (B4)
where fARESU,k is the (dimensionless) fraction of precipitation‐borne aerosol‐mass flux at the top of the
layer that is resuspended through precipitation evaporation. Note that this assumes that any aerosol‐
mass scavenged in layer k is not resuspended in layer k. The original MAM4 treatment for CAM5.3
assumes that the precipitation‐borne aerosol‐mass resuspension is proportional to the precipitation
water evaporation, so
f ARESU;k ¼ WEVAPkΔpk=gð Þ=FWk: (B5)
The original MAM4 treatment also places the resuspended aerosol mass in the originating mode. For exam-
ple, Aitken‐mode sulfate that is precipitation‐scavenging then resuspended in a lower model layer is placed
in the Aitken mode in the resuspending layer.
The new treatment places the resuspended aerosol mass in the coarsemode and uses amore physically based
parameterization of fARESU,k based on the results described in Appendix A. To explain the new fARESU,k treat-
ment, first consider a case with a well‐defined cloud base at the top of layer k_base, so thatWEVAPk= 0 for k
Table A1
Coefficients for Ninth‐Order Fitted Polynomials for ϕA and ϕN for the Marshall‐Palmer and Lognormal Raindrop Size Distributions (a1–a9) and for the Linear Fit
Used for Small Values of fEV‐W (b1–b2)
ϕA Marshall‐Palmer ϕA Lognormal ϕN Marshall‐Palmer ϕN Lognormal
a1 8.6591133737322856E−02 6.1944215103685640E−02 4.5461070198414655E+00 −5.2335291116884175E−02
a2 −1.7389168499601941E+00 −2.0095166685965378E+00 −3.0381753620077529E+01 2.7203158069178226E+00
a3 2.7401882373663732E+01 2.3882460251821236E+01 1.7959619926085665E+02 9.4730878152409375E+00
a4 −1.5861714653209464E+02 −1.2695611774753374E+02 −6.7152282193785618E+02 −5.0573187592544798E+01
a5 5.1338179363011193E+02 4.0086943562320101E+02 1.5651931323557126E+03 9.4732631441282862E+01
a6 −9.6835933124501412E+02 −7.4954272875943707E+02 −2.2743927701175126E+03 −8.8265926556465814E+01
a7 1.0588489932213311E+03 8.1701055892023624E+02 2.0004645897056735E+03 3.5247835268269142E+01
a8 −6.2184513459217271E+02 −4.7941894659538502E+02 −9.7351466279626209E+02 1.5404586576716444E+00
a9 1.5184126886039758E+02 1.1710291076059025E+02 2.0101198012962413E+02 −3.8228795492549068E+00
b1 5.0000000000000003E−02 1.0000000000000001E−01 5.0000000000000003E−02 1.0000000000000001E−01
b2 2.5622471203221014E−03 6.2227889828044350E−04 1.7005858490684875E−01 2.7247994766566485E−02
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< k_base andWPRODk = 0 for k ≥ k_base. Also, ignore (for the moment) any aerosol scavenging that might
occur below the cloud base. Then, using the notation similar to Appendix A, we have the following:
f UE−W ;k ¼ FWk=FWk base (B6)
is the fraction of unevaporated precipitation water at the top of layer k. Similarly,
f UE−A;k ¼ FAk=FAk base (B7)
is the fraction of unresuspended precipitation‐borne aerosol‐mass at the top of layer k, and it follows the
functional parameterization of
f UE−A;k ¼ ψA f UE−W ;k
 
: (B8)
These previous two equations can be combined to give
FAkþ1 ¼ FAk ψA f UE−W ;kþ1
 
=ψA f UE−W ;k
 h i
: (B9)
Finally, because we are ignoring possible below‐cloud scavenging,
FAk–FAkþ1ð Þ ¼ f ARESU;kFAk; (B10)
so
f ARESU;k ¼ 1− ψA f UE−W ;kþ1
 
=ψA f UE−W ;k
 h i
: (B11)
This provides an expression for fARESU,k (and alsoARESUk) for the well‐defined cloud‐base case that does not
involve FAk_base. It can also be used when below‐cloud scavenging is not ignored. In this case,
FAkþ1 ¼ −f ARESU;kFAk þ ASCAVkΔpk=gð Þ; (B12)
but aerosol‐mass scavenged in layer k will undergo resuspension in layers k+1, k+2, … , following the rela-
tion given in (B11) above. Also note that (B5) used in the original MAM4 treatment is equivalent to (B11) if
ψA is assumed to be linear [i.e., ψA(x) = x].
Unfortunately, this well‐defined cloud‐base scenario is often not the case. Simultaneous precipitation pro-
duction and evaporation in a layer frequently occur, because the stratiform cloud fraction changes between
vertical layers. The raindrop spectrum evolution becomes more complicated, and the parameterization
developed in Appendix A does not strictly apply. Rather than attempting to develop a parameterization
for more complex cloud geometries, the well‐defined cloud‐base approach above was extended (in an ad
hoc manner) as follows:
FW*source;k ¼ Σk’<k WPRODk’Δpk’=gð Þ; (B13)
f *UE−W ;k ¼ FWk=FW*source;k; (B14)
f *UE−W ;tmp;k ¼ FWk–WEVAPkΔpk=gð Þ=FW*source;k; (B15)
f *ARESU;k ¼ 1− ψA f *UE−W ;tmp;k
 
=ψA f *UE−W ;k
  
: (B16)
The main difference between (B6) and (B11) and these extended equations ((B13)–(B16)) is that the precipi-
tation production above layer k (FW*source,k) replaces the cloud‐base precipitation. For the well‐defined
cloud‐base scenario, the extended equations are identical to (B6) and (B11).
In the original MAM4 approach, the scavenging and resuspension calculations for aerosol number for each
mode are identical to those for aerosol mass, except that the scavenging rate coefficients (λk) are somewhat
different for aerosol number and mass. In the new treatment, aerosol number is scavenged as in the original
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treatment, but conceptually, there is no precipitation‐borne aerosol number. That is, when an interstitial or
cloud‐borne aerosol particle is scavenged, its mass is conserved (and becomes precipitation‐borne), but its
number is forgotten, since the particle is intermixed with other scavenged particles within a given raindrop.
The resuspension of aerosol number is determined by the number of raindrops that totally evaporate in the
layer, following the Appendix A approach.
Let FNk be the grid‐cell mean raindrop number flux at the top of model layer k (# m
‐2 s‐1, positive down-
ward). In the aerosol wet‐removal code, we calculate
FNkþ1 ¼ FNk þ NPRODk–NEVAPkð Þ Δpk=gð Þ; (B17)
where NPRODk and NEVAPk are the raindrop number production and evaporation rates, respectively, in
layer k (# kg‐1 s‐1). We again start with the well‐defined cloud‐base scenario. For layers above the cloud base
(where NEVAPk = 0), FNk is calculated from the Marshall Palmer size distribution described in Appendix A:
FNk ¼ cldf k−1ηMP FWk=cldf k−1ð Þ; (B18)
where ηMP (FW) is the Marshall Palmer raindrop number flux for a given precipitation flux and cldf is the
stratiform cloud fraction. Thus, the in‐cloud number flux is calculated from the in‐cloud precipitation flux
and then is converted to a grid‐cell mean. This effectively gives
NPRODkΔpk=g ¼ cldf kηMP FWkþ1=cldf kð Þ−cldf k−1ηMP FWk=cldf k−1ð Þ: (B19)
For layers below the cloud base (where NPRODk = 0), we write
NEVAPkΔpk=g ¼ f NEVAP;kFNk; (B20)
where fNEVAP,k is the fraction of raindrops entering layer k that fully evaporate within that layer. Using
the results from Appendix A, and repeating the (B6‐B11) derivation with FN rather than FA, we then
obtain
f NEVAP;k ¼ 1− ψN f UE−W ;kþ1
 
=ψN f UE−W ;k
 h i
: (B21)
For more complex cloud geometries where precipitation production and evaporation occur simultaneously
in some layers, we again use an ad hoc extension of these well‐defined cloud‐base equations. The number
production is calculated as
NPRODkΔpk=g ¼ cldf kηMP FW*source;kþ1=cldf k
 
−cldf k−1ηMP FW*source;k=cldf k−1
 
(B22)
with FW*source,k defined previously. The raindrop number evaporation fraction is calculated as
f *NEVAP;k ¼ 1− ψN f *UE−W ;tmp;k
 
=ψN f *UE−W ;k
  
: (B23)
For a well‐defined cloud‐base scenario, these extended equations ((B22) and (B23)) are equivalent to (B19)
and (B21).
The ψA, ψN, and ηMP results from Appendix A, which were derived for rain, are used in resuspension
calculations for both rain and snow. Given that aerosol concentrations are higher in the lower (and
warmer) troposphere and ice saturation mixing ratios (which determine snow sublimation) are lower
than those for water, this seemed reasonable. However, the amounts of evaporation and associated aero-
sol resuspension for snow versus rain in the model have not been investigated. The new resuspension
treatment has been implemented with MAM4 and MAM3. Implementation with MAM7 will require
assumptions about how the resuspended aerosol is partitioned between the coarse dust mode and coarse
sea‐salt mode.
A linearized version of the new resuspension treatment has also been implemented, in order to evaluate the
impact of the nonlinear dependence of FA and FN on FW. It differs from the derivation above only in that the
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parameterized curve fits for ψA and ψN are replaced with identify functions: ψA(x) = x and ψN(x) = x. This
simplifies the equations somewhat, so that (B16) and (B23) become
f *ARESU;k ¼ f *NEVAP;k ¼ WEVAPkΔpk=gð Þ=FWk: (B24)
However, the FW*source,k is still needed for (B22).
B.2. Treatment for Convective Precipitation
The treatment for convective precipitation has some differences resulting from the convective cloud
geometry (updraft and downdraft) and strong updraft speeds. The EAMv0 had separate parameterizations
of shallow and deep convective clouds. In EAMv1, the shallow convective and stratiform clouds are both
treated (and not distinguished) in the CLUBB parameterization, so there is only a deep convective
cloud parameterization.
In the convective wet removal calculations, we assume that precipitation formation and in‐cloud scavenging
of convective‐cloud‐borne aerosol mass occur in the updraft. Resuspension from evaporating precipitation
and scavenging of interstitial aerosol mass (by Brownian diffusion and impaction) are assumed to occur
in the quiescent environment. Applying these within the convective downdrafts might be more realistic
and could be done. However, evaporation and resuspension for convective precipitation are much less than
for stratiform precipitation in the model, and the convective parameterization itself provides limited
information regarding cloud geometry and microphysics, so improving on the current implementation is
not considered a high priority.
The scavenging of interstitial aerosol mass and associated resuspension is calculated as for stratiform
precipitation, by solving (B1)–(B4) and (B13)–(B16) from cloud top to the surface. However, precipitation
production and evaporation information from the deep convection parameterization are used, along with
the lognormal raindrop distribution results from Appendix A. For convective‐cloud‐borne aerosol mass,
vertical transport, entrainment/detrainment, activation, and scavenging in the updraft are calculated
together following the Wang et al. (2013) supporting information. These calculations are done in an upward
sequence (from the surface to cloud top), and they provide the ASCAVk needed for the resuspension
calculations. Resuspension of aerosol mass is then calculated by solving (B1)–(B4 and (B13)–(B16) from
cloud top to the surface. Evaporation of raindrop number is calculated as for stratiform precipitation.
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